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1 Fill in the Manks with gives words.  

destroyed- increase- injured- orbits- Powerful- wildlife 

1. One easy way to protect …………….. Is learning about endangered animals? 

2. Recently, Prices of things ………….. Every year. 

3. Several people were badly ……………… in the car accident. 

4. Planets go around the Sun in different ……………….. . 

5. The hunters killed the tiger and ……………….. Its home. 

6. You need a ………………….. Microscope to seen something so small. 

3 

2 Choose the best choice. 

1. One of the most important parts of the body is blood. This wonderful ……… is 

a great gift from Allah. 

a. water                      b. drop                     c. liquid                       d. gas 

2. When the first ……….. Of rain began to fall, We started to run. 

a. organs                    b. cells                     c. drops                       d. rings 

3. We do daily exercise because we want to stay ………………. . 

a. dangerous              b. delicious              c. healthy                    d. nervous 

4. A ………………. Is a large and round body that moves around sun. 

a. plant                       b. plan                     c. plain                        d. planet 

1 

3 Match the definitions with the words given. (one word is extra) 

1. …..: things that are true or really happened a. collect 

2. …...: To go and get someone or something b. healthy 

3. ……: Strong and well c. carry 

4. ……: In place of someone or something else d. fact 

 e. instead 
 

 

1 

4 Choose the best answer. 

1. The breakfast was ………… than the lunch. 

a. the worst                 b. as bad as        c. bad                      d. worse                 

2. Traffic is one the ……. Problem in our cities. 

a. more important       b. important       c. most important   d. important than                 

3. 30-Mina's handwriting is as ……….. As your handwriting. 

a. good                        b. well               c. best                      d. better 

4. Are they ………… their friends at the station? 

a. going to meet          b. going meet     c. going to meeting    d. going meeting                 

2 

5 Circle the correct answer. 

1. Today, (Iran/iran)'s mountains and plains are the natural (Home/ home) of 

many animals. 

2. Amin (As kari/ askari) is a pilot. He is 40 (years/year) old. 

3. I saw an old (man/men) and two young (woman/women). 

1.5 

6 Complete every sentence with a correct form of each word. 

1. Mary is …………….. than Betty.  (Fat) 

2. Ali has ……….. money than Reza. (many) 

3. This is book …………… of all of the books in the library. (interesting) 

4. There were a lot of ………….. (Child) in those buses. 
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7 Put the adjectives in the appropriate group. 

Interesting book White car Cotton shirt 

Large dictionary Indian elephant Modern cities 

 

Quality Size Age Color Nationality Material 

      

 
 

1.5 

8 One odd out 

1. a. plain                       b. mountain               c. jungle               d. zoo 

2. a. microbe                  b. virus                      c. cell                   d. bacteria 

1 

9 Rearrange the words to make a sentence. 

1. going- Alice- read- is- poems- to- some- tonight.   …………………………… 

2. Protection/ animals/ need/ endangered/ and/ attention. ………………………. 

2 

10 Match two halves: 

 

1. White cells defend our ………… a) to keep us alive 

2. We thank Allah by …………. b) keeping our body healthy 

3. Jupiter has more than ……….. c) when their number increases 

4. We can see Uranus and Neptune ……….. d) body against microbes 

5. People need more places living ……… e) only with powerful telescope 

6. The heart pumps blood around body f) sixty moons 
 

 

1.5 

11 Read the passage carefully and answer the questions. 

Wonders about planets will not finish and everybody is really interested to know 

more about them. For example, our Earth goes around the Sun in one year, while 

Jupiter goes around it in twelve years because it is farther than the Earth, or 

something special about Mars is its red color. There are also some red places on 

Jupiter. In Mercury at night the weather is so cold and on the day the weather is 

really hot. Mercury is the only planet with this difference in its weather at night or 

during the day. Neptune is the farthest planet but Mercury is the nearest. What 

about our planet? Its water and oxygen that protect our lives are special things 

about our Earth. 

 

1. We can see red color on Jupiter and Mars.              True / False 
 

Answer the following questions: 

2. Why does it take twelve years or Jupiter to orbit the Sun? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. Which planet is the closest of all? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. What are special things about our planet? 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

                                                                                                 Good Luck 
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